abstract: In this article, we obtain the characterizations of tangent spherical indicatrix by inextensible flows in space. Moreover, we obtain some performances for curvatures of a tangent spherical indicatrix.
Introduction
Recently, fluid flow theorist has been researching fluid flows in many advances, and now fluid flow is still an important field. This fields in which fluid flow plays a party are multitudinous. Gaseous flows are figured for progression of aircraft, cars and spacecrafts, and likewise for the construction of machines such as turbines and disturbance engines. Pulpy flow investigation is necessary for seafaring operation, such as ship construction, and is extensively used in civil engineering construction such as harbour construction and coastal conservation. In chemistry, learning of fluid flow in reactor tanks is significant; in medicine, the flow in blood vessels is obtained. Various other illustrations could be submited, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
In applied differential geometry, theory of curves in space is one of the significant study areas. In the theory of curves, helices, slant helices, and rectifying curves are the most fascinating curves. Flows of curves of a given curve are also widely studied, [7] [8] [9] .
In our article, we obtain the characterizations of tangent spherical indicatrix by inextensible flows in space. Moreover, we obtain some performances for curvatures of a tangent spherical indicatrix.
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Basic Knowledge of Curves
Euclidean space E 3 given by following standard flat metric
where (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) is a rectangular coordinate system. The sphere of radius r > 0 and with center in the origin in the space E 3 is defined by
{T, N, B} is denoted by the moving Frenet-Serret frame along the curve α in the space E 3 . For an arbitrary curve α with first and second curvature, κ and τ in the space E 3 , the following Frenet-Serret formulae are given in [2] written under
Inextensible Flows of Tangent Spherical Images in E 3
Any flow of α can be represented by using time parameter
where ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 , ϕ 3 are differentiable functions.
Theorem 3.1.
1) where
Proof. Using definition of β, we have
Hence above equation becomes
Also
Corollary 3.2.
Proof.
From above equation, we have lemma.
Case I. By using T β we obtain following equations.
i.
ii.
iii.
[
Case II. By using N β we obtain following equations. i.
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Case III. By using B β we obtain following equations. i.
ii. 
